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This issue of PNAS features “nonequilibrium transport and mixing across interfaces,” with several papers
describing the nonequilibrium coupling of transport at interfaces, including mesoscopic and macroscopic
dynamics in fluids, plasma, and other materials over scales from microscale to celestial. Most such descrip-
tions describe the materials in terms of the density and equations of state rather than specific atomic
structures and chemical processes. It is at interfacial boundaries where such atomistic information is most
relevant. However, there is not yet a practical way to couple these phenomena with the atomistic de-
scription of chemistry. The starting point for including such information is the quantum mechanics (QM).
However, practical QM calculations are limited to a hundred atoms for dozens of picoseconds, far from the
scales required to inform the continuum level with the proper atomistic description. To bridge this enor-
mous gap, we need to develop practical methods to extend the scale of the atomistic simulation by several
orders of magnitude while retaining the level of QM accuracy in describing the chemical process. These
developments would enable continuum modeling of turbulent transport at interfaces to incorporate the
relevant chemistry. In this perspective, we will focus on recent progress in accomplishing these extensions
in first principles-based atomistic simulations and the strategies being pursued to increase the accuracy of
very large scales while dramatically decreasing the computational effort.
quantum mechanics | reactive force fields | electron force field |molecular dynamics |multiscale simulation
There has been a great deal of progress in “nonequilib-
rium transport and mixing across interfaces” as summa-
rized in this issue of PNAS describing mesoscopic and
macroscopic dynamics in fluids, plasmas, and other ma-
terials over scales from microscale to celestial. Such
dynamical processes at the interfaces between spatial
regions occupied by different matters and by matters in
different physical states dominate the physical and
chemical processes essential to heterogeneous cataly-
sis, electrochemistry, semiconductor performance, and
materials processing. However, to relate the continuum
simulations to these essential chemical processes, we
must include atomistic-scale chemical interactions and
reactions, which impact the continuum-level description
of nonequilibrium transport. Unfortunately, it is still chal-
lenging for experimental measurements to directly
provide information about the detailed atomistic-
level structures and dynamics at interfacial bound-
aries. Thus, quantummechanics (QM)-based atomistic
simulations offer the starting point to elucidate inter-
faces and their evolution under nonequilibrium condi-
tions. However, there is a tremendous gap between
practical timescales and length scales for QM (less than
thousands of atoms and less than nanoseconds) and the
realistic timescale and length scale for continuum de-
scriptions of turbulent mixing at interfaces (more than
micrometers and more than microseconds). Thus, the
strategies for decreasing computational efforts while
retaining accuracy are highly desired. Currently, a prac-
tical density functional theory (DFT) calculation, one of
the most popular flavors of QM, is limited to several
hundreds of atoms (102) for dozens of picoseconds
(10−11 seconds). This capacity is likely to grow by an order
of magnitude over the next few years, but it is still far from
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meeting the requirement to inform the continuum degrees of free-
dom, which require millions of atoms (106) and microseconds (10−3
seconds). It is not so difficult to extend the scale for mechanical
properties, but the problem is how to include the chemical pro-
cesses important at the atomic and molecular scales while scaling
to much larger systems. Successfully accomplishing this would en-
able first principles accuracy in the continuum modeling of trans-
port at interfaces while including the impact of the chemistry
specific to the particular materials being studied. In this perspec-
tive, we summarize the recently developed techniques for extend-
ing the capacities of QM-based atomistic simulations to bridge the
gap in timescales and length scales needed to investigate turbu-
lent mixing and interfacial transport from atomic-scale simula-
tions. We include successful applications to indicate the current
state-of-the-art simulations, which cover the topic from surface
reactions to applications in advanced materials.
Extending the Length Scales and Timescales
The first step toward extending the spatial scales and timescales is
to replace the Schrodinger equation of QM with atom-centered
interaction potentials or force fields (FFs), which depend only on
the atom positions with the electrons reduced down to an effec-
tive charge on each atom. Here, the forces are partitioned be-
tween valence interactions arising from the bond pairing of
electrons and the nonbonded interactions, including electrostatic
(or Coulomb) and van der Waals (vdW; attractive London disper-
sion plus Pauli repulsion).
Reactive FF. van Duin, Goddard, and coworkers (1, 2) developed
a reactive force field (ReaxFF) that can describe reaction surfaces
in such a way that bonds can form and break to describe reactions
with the correct barrier heights and transition-state structures. The
functional forms in ReaxFF were selected to provide accurate
descriptions of bond breaking and transition states for a variety of
allowed and forbidden reactions. It uses a general sigmoid-like
relationship between bond order (BO) and bond distance (Rbond)
and a relation between bond energy (BE) and BO (approximately
linear) in a framework that leads to a good description of bond
dissociation and transition-state energies for reactions. Other
valence terms (angle and torsion) are defined in terms of BO so
that all interactions go smoothly to zero as the bonds break. All
parameters in ReaxFF are derived directly from QM training sets
considering a large number of reactions. A well-trained ReaxFF is
able to provide nearly the accuracy of ground-state QM in de-
scribing reactive processes, including barriers and rates, but at a
computational cost millions of times smaller, thus making practical
the molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of large-scale reactive
chemical systems (millions of atoms). For example, Fig. 1 shows
that ReaxFF reproduces well the four independent pyrolysis
pathways of cyclotrimethylene trinitramine (RDX), an explosive
with the formula (O2NNCH2)3 (3).
Charge Equilibration with Polarization. Charge equilibration
with polarization (PQEq) is a recent improvement in the de-
scription of electrostatic interactions in ReaxFF. Charge equili-
bration (QEq) was developed by Rappe and Goddard (4); the
atomic charges on each atom are the size of an atom instead of
point charges so that charges on adjacent atoms are partially
shielded. QEq defines the relative charge affinity of each atom in
terms of the valence averaged atomic ionization potential (IP) and
electron affinity, which are combined to provide the electroneg-
ativity (χ) and hardness (J). The charges are then allowed to flow
dynamically at every time step of the MD, while keeping them in
equilibrium (in the condition of constant chemical potential) and
including the shielded interactions of charges between all centers.
PQEq retains the three parameters of QEq (χ, J, and Ratom) but
includes a fourth parameter, K, the atomic polarizability that
controls magnitude in the shift of the shell charge from the nu-
cleus (5, 6). This shell charge (with total charge e−) is allowed to
respond dynamically to the electrostatic field. PQEq improves the
performance in describing the polarization response of molecules
in electrostatic fields as shown in Fig. 2. PQEq exhibits much
better performance than static charge models in describing po-
larizable system. Optimizing these four parameters involves
matching to the polarization in QM as a dipole is brought along
various directions to a sample set of molecules. QM-optimized
PQEq parameters have been published for H, C-F, and Si-Cl (5)
and for Ge-Br, Sn-I, and Pb-At (7). Generic parameters for the full
periodic table (up to Z = 102, No) have been provided in the first
paper (6).
Universal Nonbond Interactions. Starting with van der Waals in
1873, it has been recognized that describing the phases of matter
requires an attractive interaction scaling, like 1/V2 (V is volume) or
1/R6 (R is radius), and a volume exclusion term representing the Pauli
Principle (excluding pairs of electrons from overlapping) that should
scale exponentially. These two-body vdW interactions are described
using empirical parameters based on scattering experiments or
crystal structures of molecular crystals with simple expressions, such
as Lennard–Jones 12-6 or Buckingham exponential 6. An exception
is the universal FF developed in the work by Rappe et al. (8), in which
case nonbonded (NB) parameters were derived from atomic polar-
izabilities and atomic IPs. They also reported values for all atoms up
to Z = 103.
Obviously, it would be much better to derive the NB param-
eters from QM. However, the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE)
level of DFT, the only QM methodology practical for large-scale
calculations, does not account for the physics of London Disper-
sion. For example, PBE accounts for only 8% of the heat of
vaporization of crystalline benzene and leads to a volume 35% too
large. A number of developments being carried out to include
London Dispersion in DFT formulations; led by groups involving
Fig. 1. Comparison of ReaxFF with QM (on the level of B3LYP/
6-311G*) for decomposition of RDX molecule via all four reaction
pathways (3).
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Grimme (9), Tkatchenko and Scheffler (10), Lundqvist and co-
workers (11, 12), Michaelides and coworkers (13, 14), and Xu and
coworkers (3, 15). Other approaches have also been proposed
(16–18). These developments of DFT calculations with London
Dispersion open up the possibility of reaching experimental ac-
curacy from ab initio calculations. The current standard for em-
pirical corrections is the PBE with Becke–Johnson dispersion
correction (PBE-D3) formulation by Grimme et al. (19) using pa-
rameters optimized by Johnson and Becke (20). Indeed, as shown
in Fig. 3A, PBE-D3 leads to an equation of state (pressure versus
density) of H2 crystal in excellent agreement with experiment after
correcting for vibrational states (phonons). We found similar re-
sults for the noble gases and for systems involving C-F and P-Cl.
We found that scaling these QMNB interactions by the well depth
(De), the equilibrium position (Re), and the curvature (we) leads to
nearly exactly the same two body functions for all of these
elements as shown in Fig. 3B. Thus, it is possible to extract two
body NB functions purely from QM calculations, which provide
the basis for first principles-based NB terms in FF. The advantage
of using this universal NB function is that it dramatically sim-
plifies incorporating QM information into the NB interactions in
a generalized way.
Polarizable Universal Nonbond ReaxFF (the New Generation
of ReaxFF). Although ReaxFF has shown many successes, the op-
timization of the coupled nonlinear parameters makes accurate fit-
ting to QM sometimes extremely difficult. Meanwhile, the ReaxFF
parameters do not necessarily scale smoothly across the rows and
columns of the periodic table, making it challenging to develop
generic sets of parameters. We are now developing the next gen-
eration of ReaxFF based on the PQEq and universal NB interactions
described above. The concept in this polarizable universal nonbond
reactive force field (RexPoN) is to first derive PQEq and NB pa-
rameters across interaction between all atoms (including bonded
atoms) and then define the valence terms to fit the best QM
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Fig. 2. QM polarization as a dipole is brought up to cyclohexane
compared with PQEq, QEq, and common FFs, such as optimized
potential for liquid simulations (OPLS). We see that PQEq and QEq
agree well with QM, while static charge models do not.
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Fig. 3. (A) Comparison of equation of state for H2 crystal from QM
and experiment. (B) Inset shows QM-derived nonbond interactions
for He, Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe, and Rn crystals. This is a demonstration
that they scale to a universal NB curve (black solid curve).
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description of the bonds after adding to the NB and PQEq parts.
This strategy allows us to decouple NB and valence terms, which can
allow for much more accurate descriptions of the bonds. For ex-
ample, as shown in Fig. 4, the total polarizable reactive force field
(ReaxPQ) exactly fits the exact QM O-H bond dissociation curves.
Effective Electron Methods. Highly excited heterogeneous
composites are the essential elements of important processes
ranging from inertial confinement fusion to semiconductor device
fabrication. Understanding the dynamics of these systems is
challenging, because it is difficult to extract mechanical informa-
tion from experiments or theory. We developed the electron force
field (eFF) approximation of QM to provide a practical way to
simulate the dynamics of such systems (21–24). As in standard
QM, eFF contains all electrostatic interactions between electrons
and nuclei and the kinetic energy of electrons but with two ap-
proximations: (i ) the electron orbitals are described as floating
Gaussian wave packets with position and size that respond in-
stantaneously to various forces; (ii) the total N-electron wave
function is taken as a Hartree product with no explicit anti-
symmetrization. Instead, we include a spin-dependent term in the
Hamiltonian that accounts for the orthogonality between same
spin electrons implicit in the antisymmetrizer. This eFF framework
offers the opportunity to explore and capture the dynamics of
nonequilibrium phenomena that include very high energy and
ionization of the electrons.
For example, in ref. 24, we used eFF to follow the effect of
Auger relaxation on a diamondoid, showing that surface Auger
leads to etching only of the surface carbons, whereas Auger re-
lation of deeper atoms relaxes without etching as shown in Fig. 5.
This was used to rationalize why direct current discharges with a
few hundred-electronvolt electrons lead to incredibly smooth
surfaces [0.25 nm for Si (100)]. Indeed, the optimum electron
plasma energy for etching smooth surfaces is 200 eV for Si and
SiO2 but 500 eV for carbon and 75 eV for GPa; each is comparable
with the optimum for the Auger core electron excitation. Standard
QM methods cannot describe such nonequilibrium ejections of
electrons or the dynamics of Auger decay. This illustrates how
extending the timescales and length scales of QM requires
reformulations of QM.
Optimizing Parameters to Fit QM. A critical component in a first
principles multiscale nonequilibrium strategy is that all FF pa-
rameters must be trained from a diverse set of QM data within a
systematic optimization framework that allows methods from one
scale to be parametrically tuned from those at finer scales. To this
end, we developed the General Multiobjective Force Field
(GARFfield) optimization framework (25). GARFfield uses a hybrid
evolutionary and gradient-based scheme to enable systematic
multiobjective paretooptimal optimization of electronic, atomistic
(reactive and nonreactive), and coarse-grained FF parameters
using QM-prepared training datasets, hence improving their ac-
curacy and transfer ability over a broader range of compositions,
Fig. 4. Illustration of the O-H bond in water, which shows how to
define the RexPoN BE that, added to the QM-based NB, exactly fits
highest-level QM. NBrep, the repulsion part of nonbonded
interaction; NBatt, the attractive part of nonbonded interaction.
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Fig. 5. Application of eFF to Auger decay-induced etching of the
C197H112 diamondoid. (A) Distance of valence electrons from the core
hole. The figure shows the green electron filling the core hole, the
red electron being ejected (and trapped after 20 femtoseconds; not
shown), and the blue and purple electrons being excited. Inset
depicts color-coded trajectories of valence electrons during a
core-hole filling event. (B) Charges-associated atomic composition
of fragments separated from the nanoparticle (NP) after 50
femtoseconds.
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interactions, and environmental conditions unexplored by ex-
periments. GARFfield optimization objectives include charges,
cell stress, stress–strain curves, geometries, lattice parameters,
heats of formation, equations of state, atomic forces, and other
energy-based objectives.
Extending the Simulation Timescale
Another very important issue is extending the timescale from
femtoseconds of MD to the microseconds to seconds level
needed to describe the mesoscale and macroscale. Advanced
sampling methods have been introduced to extend simulation
timescales, such as hyperdynamics (26), replica exchange MD
(27), metadynamics (28), temperature-accelerated dynamics (29),
and accelerated MD methods (30). In particular, we developed
the adaptive accelerated reactive force field reactive dynamics
(aARRDyn) method (31) for ReaxFF by extending the bond-boost
concept (32) to use BO in determining the flow of extra energy
into the system. Fig. 6 shows results from a proof-of-concept
application to the burning of H2 in O2 that considered 33 O2
and 66 H2 in 17 independent ReaxFF reactive dynamics. We see
that, at the ignition temperature of 798 K, the time for forming
one-half of the H2O products is 538 seconds, but the computa-
tional cost is equivalent to just 1.3 nanoseconds as shown in Fig. 6.
Another direction in extending the timescale is hybridizing
stochastic approaches, such as Monte Carlo (MC) with determin-
istic MD, which accelerates reaction steps past kinetic barriers,
decreasing the number of iterations required to model state-to-
state transitions in slower processes. Two commonly used MC/
MD hybrid methods are grand canonical Monte Carlo/molecular
dynamics (GC-MC/MD) (33) and uniform acceptance force-biased
Monte Carlo/molecular dynamics (UFMC/MD) (34). The GC-MC/
MD approach was initially developed to model the extent of ox-
idation in Pd nanoclusters (35, 36), and it is now widely used in
hydrogen and carbon uptake by palladium as well as open circuit
voltage profiles for Li intercalation in graphite (37) and sulfur
electrodes (38) during cell discharge. The successful application
of UFMC/MD simulations includes simulating the nucleation and
growth of carbon nanotube (34, 39–41).
Application of Multiscale Atomistic Methods for Interface
Phenomenon
Mechanical Fracture at Interface: Origin of Brittle Fracture in
Boron Carbide. Boron carbide (B4C) and related superhard ma-
terials exhibit useful properties of high melting temperature, high
thermal stability, high hardness, low density, and high abrasion
resistance (42, 43). However, extended engineering applications
of B4C are limited by the brittle failure arising from the amorphous
shear band formation (2–3 nm in width and 100–300 nm long)
under high pressure (44, 45).
To determine the atomistic mechanism underlying formation
of the amorphous shear band, we applied QM to determine the
response to shear along 11 plausible slip systems (43). We found
that the (0111)1101 slip system has the lowest shear strength (in
agreement with experiment) and that this slip leads to a unique
deformation mode before failure, in which a boron–carbon bond
between neighboring icosahedral clusters breaks to form a carbon
lone pair (Lewis base) on the C within the icosahedron. Additional
shear then leads this Lewis base C to form a new bond with the
Lewis acidic B in the middle of a CBC chain. This then initiates
destruction of this icosahedron, which leads to higher density and
hence, tension that induces amorphous band formation. How-
ever, to test this interpretation requires cells large enough to allow
the 3-nm shear bands to be far apart, requiring a supercell (Fig.
7A) with at least 200,000 atoms, too large for QM.
Thus, we developed ReaxFF to accurately describe the bond-
breaking process in B4C fromQM simulations (42) and carried out
reactive molecular dynamics (RMD) simulations on finite shear
deformations of B4C at room temperature (42). We shear the
system continuously until failure for two different slip systems
(rhombohedral representation). We found that the deformation
mechanism starts with a sequence of discrete twinning formation
steps followed eventually by amorphous band formation, then
cavitation, and finally, crack opening (Fig. 7). This analysis of the
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failure process shows that the origin of the brittle failure fracture
for B4C is the higher density of the cracked icosahedra that leads
to negative pressures, which induces cavitation and eventually,
crack opening. The high density of amorphous B4C was con-
firmed by ab initio MD simulations (42).
Chemical Reactions at the Electrolyte/Electrode Interface:
Electrochemical Reduction of Carbon Dioxide on Nanocatalyst.
Copper is the only elemental metal that reduces a significant
fraction of carbon dioxide (CO2) to hydrocarbons and alcohols,
but the atomistic reaction mechanism that controls the product
distributions was not known, because it was not been possible
to detect the reaction intermediates on the electrode surface
experimentally. To provide this mechanism, we used the PBE-
D3 level of QM with full explicit solvent (five layers) in free energy
metadynamics calculations to obtain the activation energies and
onset potentials for both the 100 and 111 surfaces of Cu at pH
values ranging from 0 to 7 to 14 (46–50). Amazingly, we found that
the onset potentials were within 0.05 V of experiment and that the
activation energies were within 0.05 eV. This validates the accuracy
of the QM (46, 47, 49, 50). Because the time to equilibrate the
solvent is 0.5 nanoseconds but the practical timescale of QMMD is
10 picoseconds, we used ReaxFF to relax the solvent before the
QM and used advanced sampling methods to derive the free
energy barriers.
Experimentally, it was found that much better performance for
carbon monoxide (CO) to ethanol is obtained with 10- to 20-nm
NPs of Cu grown on 9-nm carbon nanotubes using the chemical
vapor deposition (CVD) experiment. These NPs contain 200,000
atoms, well outside the realm of QM. We solved this problem by
using ReaxFF to simulate CVD growth of the 200,000-atom NPs,
leading to grain behavior and X-ray line broadening in agreement
with transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and X-ray powder
diffraction (XRD). We then examined the NP and found that the
undercoordinated squares sites on grain boundaries are far more
active for CO reduction to ethanol than the low index surfaces (51).
Shock-Induced Formation of Hot Spots in Polymer-Energetic
Materials Composites. Energetic materials are essential for ap-
plications ranging from rocket engines to building and dam
construction to armaments. These energetic materials are bound
together into a composite involving a matrix of polymer elasto-
mers to form the polymer-bonded explosives (PBXs) that can be
molded into various shapes while providing some control in
resisting unintentional detonation due to shocks or friction. The
interaction of shock waves with nonuniform interfaces plays an
essential role in hot spot formation, which leads to detonation in
heterogeneous PBXs as shock waves pass through the interface or
other defects (52). To elucidate the origin of the hot spot forma-
tion at nonuniform interfaces, we applied ReaxFF to examine the
shock passing through a realistic PBX model (PBXN-106) with a
saw tooth interface (but no voids) between RDX and the polymer
[hydroxyl-terminated polybutadiene (HTPB)] (52, 53) as shown in
Fig. 9A. As the shock propagates from high-density RDX to low-
density HTPB, a hot spot develops at the first asperity, where the
shock wave encounters the lower-density polymer (Fig. 8B). This
hot spot arises from adiabatic shear localization, which leads to a
large temperature increase that persists long after the shock front
has passed the interface. This is followed by coupling to chemical
reactions (NO2 and HONO dissociation) that ultimately lead to
detonation. The hot spot formation mechanism derived from the
reactive MD suggests that hot spot formation could be sup-
pressed by decreasing the polymer density at the interface (53,
54). We tested this by examining the hot spot formation as a
function of polymer densities, including the second shock, as
shock waves passed through the asperity. We showed that using a
much lower-density polymer (1/3 that of RDX) should dramatically
decrease hot spot formation (Fig. 8C). This effect arises from the
change in shock impedance, which decreases by approximately
51% for low density compared with increasing by 80% for high
density for the shock with particle velocity of 3.5 km/s.
Superfast Impact and Related Reactions at Interface: The
Fragmentation of Molecule-Containing Ice Particles in the
Cassini–Huygens Probe of the Enceladus Moon of Saturn.
The NASA/European Space Agency (ESA) Cassini probe of Sat-
urn analyzed the molecular composition of plumes emanating
from the south pole of its moon, Enceladus, and the upper
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Fig. 8. Shock wave passing through a nonplanar sawtooth interface
of PBX. (A) PBX model. (B) One-dimensional temperature profile
at 6.5 picoseconds showing that the hot spot is suppressed by
decreasing the density of the polymer. (C) Two-dimensional
temperature profile showing hot spot formation at the asperity,
which remains in place as the shock proceeds.
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Fig. 9. (A) ReaxFF-simulated TiO2 crater radius versus ice cluster
impactor radius is consistent with experimental data from Kearsley
et al. (56) associated with NASA’s Stardust mission. Atomistic crater
profiles are shown as Insets. The ratio of crater radius (rc) to cluster
radius (rp) is linear over the range of impact velocities and its slope (s)
provides an indication of increasing or decreasing damage [i.e., at
encounter (E)5, s 1⁄4 3:6; therefore, larger-diameter damage is
expected than at E3 with s 1⁄4 3:7]. Kearsley et al. (56) report s 1⁄4
2:2–4:63. (B) Sublimated titanium atoms (in orange) from INMS
walls would potentially affect its accuracy in reading oxygen-
containing species.
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atmosphere of another moon, Titan. Interpretation of these data is
complicated by the hypervelocity (HV) flybys of up to 18 km/s that
caused substantial molecular fragmentation within the mass spec-
trometer, making it very difficult to deduce the species in the
original cluster. To interpret these data, we used ReaxFF to simulate
the HV impact of various molecular species and ice clathrates on
oxidized titanium surfaces mimicking those in Cassini’s neutral and
ion mass spectrometer (INMS). The predicted velocity-dependent
fragmentation patterns and composition mixing ratios are consis-
tent with those extracted from Cassini’s INMS data (55), providing
the means for identifying the molecules in the plume.
Our simulations also predicted that surface damage from the HV
impacts on the INMS interior walls would lead to titanium metal
surfaces that would serve as a sublimation pump on subsequent
passes by Titan, causing confusion between N from NH3 on Titan
and hydrocarbons on Enceladus. We confirmed that this phenome-
non would alter the instrument’s readings due to the chemical
interactions between sublimated titanium atoms and oxygen-
containing species in Enceladus’ plume. These results show how
theory can identify chemical events fromHV impacts in space plumes
and atmospheres, providing in turn clues to the internal structure of
the corresponding sources (e.g., Enceladus) and a valuable set of
tools in steering modifications in future missions (Fig. 9).
Extracting Rate Constants for Continuum Reaction Kinetics
from RMD. To illustrate how ReaxFF reactive dynamics can be
applied to extract reaction mechanisms and rate constants that
can be used in analytic continuum simulations of combustion, we
considered the simple case of hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) pyrolysis
to form H2O and O2 as final products. To speed up the process,
we start with some OH radicals added to the H2O2 reactants and
allow them to react under various temperatures and pressures,
forming series of intermediates (OH and HO2 are most prominent)
to eventually produce products (H2O and O2). ReaxFF describes
all chemical steps, allowing bond formation and dissociation with
no predefined mechanism. After RMD completes, we analyze the
trajectory to identify the molecules at each time step based on
BOs. The reaction rate (r) can be directly drawn from RMD simu-
lation by taking the derivatives of the concentration as a function
of simulation time, which leads to the reaction rate coefficient [k(T)]
by assuming first order on both reactants (A + B → C + D) that
follows r = k(T) · [A] · [B]. It is straightforward to carry out the
simulation at different temperatures (T ) as shown in Fig. 10 and
derive k(T). From the Arrhenius equation, we derive the activation
entropy (ΔS) and activation enthalpy (ΔH) from the atomistic dy-
namics in the condensed phase. Then using these values in analytic
calculations reproduces the concentrations from the atomistic
simulations.
This same procedure could be used for combustion of gasoline,
diesel, or jet fuel to extract the mechanisms and rate constants for
these much more complex systems. However, such analyses will
need automated procedures to determine how to identify the most
important intermediates and how to group together the ones with
similar behavior to dampen statistical noise. It would be practical to
describe a system with a million atoms and hundreds of reactions,
but tackling the analysis will require development of self-correcting
algorithms that use machine learning to recognize dominant reac-
tions automatically, follow complex pathways, derive reaction
mechanisms, and analyze rate constants. This could ultimately
provide an unprecedented level of detail about the chemistry of
complex combustion processes that might help design more effi-
cient systems: say to minimize NOx production or soot formation.
Future Perspective. Over the next decade, we can expect ad-
vances in QM that lead to proper bond dissociation to correct spin
states while properly including London Dispersion, so that we can
use QM without empirical corrections to get accuracy close to the
best experiments. Moreover, we can expect extensions and re-
finements along the lines described above of atomistic methods
to the size scale of a billion atoms and timescales well beyond
microseconds. We also anticipate hybrid methods with the ability
to focus QM on the fine scale required for interfacial phenomena
(thousands of atoms or fewer) while describing the QM seamlessly
in a framework compatible with the large atomistic RexPoN, which
in turn, can be smoothly described within a continuum framework
extending to micrometers, seconds, and beyond. Having the mac-
roscale informed fully by the QM would allow for accurate in silico
design of materials expected to achieve unique structures and
properties. Then experiments can focus on the solutions expected
to be best. This should dramatically decrease the time required
for new concepts on materials to be successfully incorporated
into manufactured products. This will enable what Sadas Shankar
of Harvard (previously responsible for theory-informed design of
several generations of microelectronics) refers to as the “last mile.”
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